KNOTTING NAT’S EASY
PICC LINE BANDAGE COVER

Materials:
Hook: Size H-8 (5mm)
Yarn: 1 skein of any yarn from the Knots of Love’s approved list of yarns.
2 to 3 Buttons
Tapestry needle

Instructions:
Chain 42.
Turn work.

Pattern:
Row 1: HDC in 2nd chain from hook and each chain across. (30 sts)
Row 2: Turn chain 2. HDC in each HDC across.

Repeat Row 2 until PICC Cover measures 6 to 7.”

Finishing: Cut yarn, leaving 12". Thread onto tapestry needle and loosely weave through several stitches to hide ends.

Choose 2 to 3 buttons that will fit through the spaces between HDC. Sew buttons onto the front side of the work. See picture. Close by wrapping and buttoning.

Nat Coll
100% of the proceeds from sales in our shop make a difference by helping Knots of Love provide free handmade hats to people going through chemo and blankets to babies in ICU incubators.
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